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WE DO THE REST!
In 1888 Kodak launched the famous slogan “You Press the Button, We Do The Rest” to advertise its newest 
invention: Kodak portable camera. 

Taking this crucial invention as a starting point, the workshop We do the rest! analyzes the democratization 
and expansion of the photographic dispositive and provides tools to create your own photo works based on 
found amateur pictures.  We are living in the Golden Age of amateur photography. Nowadays everybody has 
a camera in his pocket: his Smartphone, and take pictures daily... So, we press buttons, but do we do the rest?

This workshop is divided in two parts:

1) Theoretical, which aims to understand the history of photography and follow the genealogy of how we 
have become homus photographicus.  

2) Practical: The participants will follow different photographic tasks in order to explore post-photographic 
strategies and concepts like photography without camera, recycling iconographies, appropriation, re-framing 
moments (whether they be Kodak, Google, Facebook, Instagram...) 



The workshop is open to everybody, who wants to think collectively the consequences of  the famous “You 
Press The Button”,  be more aware of our photographic tics,  reflects on amateur aesthetics and finally create 
your own photo works re-thinking other people’s photos, THEY pressed the button, but WE do the rest!

Number of participants:  maximum 10
3 Days - 4 hours every day



ARTIST STATEMENT

My work is interdisciplinary and manifests itself through the mediums of photography, performance, video, 
and installation. 

I’m a disciplined collector of second-hand photos, be they analogue or digital. I have a large collection of 
family photos (more than 10,000 analogue photos). I’m interested in the amateur use of photography, the 
democratization and expansion of photographic devices, recycling iconographies, and discovering moments 
(whether they be Kodak or Google) in which Photography appears to naively reflect upon itself, creating an 
unexpected metadiscourse that points to Photography’s documental essence, and to its inexorable desire to 
stop time and to communicate. I’m a post-photographer that recombines images that others have taken. As 
my obsession for the sky reveals, I’m interested in the relationship between Photography and divinity, the 
desire to transcend the moment expressed by photography and its industry. As well I’m equally interested in 
what photography doesn’t say, what falls outside its field of view, what constitutes its miraculous errors, and 
its discards.  

Proof of everything just mentioned can be found in my current projects: Afotos (2015-16), that investiga-
tes the concept of a non-photo, Unknown Photographers (2012-2016), that poetically recombines analogue 
family photos, Image Touché (2012-2016), that analyses the desire of the contemporary digital image to be 
touched, Google in View (2015), that explores the device of Google and its pretensions of divine omniscience 
and omnipotence (Godgle), and Al Sol (2015, 2016), a photographic installation that speaks to the essence of 
photography, reflecting on light as an agent that both enables and destroys the image. 

My other focus of attention moves within a performative paradigm, thus using live action as the principal 
mode of expression. I’m interested in investigating how concepts of presence, movement, and the body are 
becoming modified through new digital technologies and a life that is more and more “in the clouds”. In this 
vein it fits to highlight the following performances: Pathologies of the Image (2015), featuring a photographic 
restorer as performer discussing all that which destroys images, iPerf (2013-16), that reflects on the perfor-
mativity of the index finger in our iSociety as well as the concepts of action in the clouds and interpassivity, 
Step by Step (2012-14), a tutorial and how-to for creating a choreography using the internet, and lastly, 1,2,3 
(2014), a durational performance about mandalic, looped action through sport and a slow connection to the 
internet.



Andrés Galeano was born in Spain in 1980 and lives in Berlin and Barcelona. He holds a Philosophy degree at 
the Universtiy of Barcelona, a Photography diploma at the Freie Fotoschule Stuttgart, and a Sculpture/Free Art 
degree at the Kunsthochschule Weißensee Berlin. 

He works with drawing, photography, video, installation and performance and has realized exhibitions and 
performances throughout Europe, Latin America, USA and Canada. 

Selected solo shows: RHContemporary (NYC, 2015), Art Rotterdam (2015), YIA Art Fair (Paris, 2014), Art 
Brussels (Brussels, 2014), Pavlovsdog (Berlin, 2014),  Grimmuseum (Berlin, 2013). Selected group shows: My 
Time Is Not Your Time (De Appel, Amsterdam, 2015), Altered Status, Goethe-Institut (Barcelona, 2015), Pre-
sent Indicatiu, Fabra i Coats (Barcelona, 2014), 4th Thessaloniki Biennale of Contemporary Art (Thessaloniki, 
2013), Presume, Kunstraum Kreuzberg/Bethanien (Berlin, 2012), Creacions al vol, espai f (Mataró, 2012), Alle 
7 del mattino il mondo è ancora in ordine, ‘O (Milan, 2009). Selected performances: M:ST Festival (Calgary, 
2014), Live Action 9, Konshallen Göteborg (Göteborg, 2014),  Antic Teatre (Barcelona, 2013), Kunsthall Char-
lotenborg (Copenhage, 2013), Rhubarb Festival (Toronto, 2013), Chamalle X, Museo MARCO (Vigo, 2012), 
Interakcje Festival (Piotrkow Trybunawski, 2012), Acción!MAD, El Matadero (Madrid, 2011) Who is afraid of 
Performance Art, BAC, (Ginebra 2011), Viva! Art Action (Montreal, 2011), ¡Poesíacción!, Instituto Cervantes 
(Berlin, 2011), PPP (Bern, 2011), Festival Ebent (Barcelona, 2010).

In 2011 he was awarded with Mart Stam prize by the KHB Berlin and in 2014 was finalist of the Miquel             
Casablacas prize in Barcelona. 

For more information: www.andresgaleano.eu
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